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Abstract 
Energy-aware production scheduling is a promising way to adapt the factories’ energy consumption behavior to the volatile electricity 
prices in the demand response initiative of smart grids. However, it may not be economical by simply scheduling production loads to 
the periods with lower electricity prices, as these periods often have higher labor wage, e.g., nights and weekends. Based on this gap, 
this paper proposes a many-objective integrated energy- and labor-aware flexible job shop scheduling model. Many objectives refer 
to the number of optimization objectives surpasses three (i.e., five objectives: makespan, total energy cost, total labor cost, maximal 
workload, and total workload), whereas the existing energy-aware production scheduling research is limited within three objectives. 
To enable energy awareness in the conventional production scheduling algorithms, a state-based shop floor wide energy model is 
proposed. To enable labor awareness, the number and type of human workers are matched to the scheduled production loads, with 
varying labor wage over shifts. As one of the most complex shop floor configurations, the partial flexible job shop further considers 
job recirculation and operation sequence-dependent machine setup times. The recently-proposed nondominated sorting genetic 
algorithm-III (NSGA-III) is tailored for this many-objective optimization problem (MaOP), including scheduling solution encoding 
and decoding, crossover, mutation, and solution evaluation using the energy- and labor-aware discrete-event simulation framework. 
Through numerical experiments under real-time pricing (RTP) and time-of-use pricing (ToUP), insights are statistically obtained on 
the relation among these five production objectives; the effectiveness and efficiency of NSGA-III in solving a MaOP are also 
demonstrated. This proposed scheduling method can be used to automated and enhance the decision making of factory managers in 
jointly allocating machine, human worker, and energy resources on the shop floor, such that the production cost is minimized even 
under time-varying electricity and labor prices. 
 




The adaptation of end users’ consumption behaviors to volatile electricity prices is part of the initiative in smart grids, called price-
based demand response (DR) [1]. In price-based DR, electricity users are encouraged to perform such adaption for energy cost 
reduction and grid stabilization. A common approach to perform DR on the shop floor is to integrate energy awareness to conventional 
production scheduling algorithms. The energy awareness is enabled by empirical energy modeling based on the measured machine 
power consumption data [2]. With energy-aware production scheduling, the cost for executing production tasks on the shop floor can 
be minimized under dynamic electricity prices, while the conventional constraints are satisfied [2-4].  
However, compared to residential DR, industrial DR is intrinsically more complex for several reasons. Firstly, there are more 
constraints in modeling the production activities, due to the interdependency of machines, a common lack of detailed energy data of 
each machine, the due time which is often a hard constraint, etc. Secondly, factory managers are less open to production load shifting 
or reorganization, as this affects the production and the economic benefits of factories. Thirdly, besides machines, human workers are 
usually involved in DR, increasing the modeling complexity and the economic impact. Consequently, current DR research focuses on 
household applications, while fewer studies investigate industrial DR [5]. 
Kim, et al. [6] mentioned that the implementation of industrial DR by production scheduling should consider the potentially 
increasing labor cost. The intrinsic trade-off relation between the energy and labor costs was pointed out in [7]: the lower-priced 
periods for the electricity consumption, e.g., nights and weekends, are usually higher-priced periods for the labor. This trade-off was 
further statistically quantified in an extensive sensitivity analysis with empirical data from a Belgium plastic bottle manufacturer [8]. 
The energy cost and labor cost were recommended to be jointly considered in a production scheduling algorithm. Despite this highlight, 
there is still little investigation on integrated energy- and labor-production scheduling, compared to the extensive recent studies on 
energy-aware production scheduling.  
A flexible job-shop is one of the most complex shop floor configurations for production [9]. A flexible job shop scheduling problem 
(FJSSP) can be further classified into two categories: (1) full FJSSP, and (2) partial FJSSP. In a full FJSSP, each operation can be 
performed by all machines; while in a partial FJSSP, each operation has its own set of capable machines, not necessarily all machines. 
Although both type of problems are NP-complete, a partial FJSSP is more complex than a full FJSSP [10]. The complexity of a partial 
FJSSP will even increase by considering other practical factors. For instance, if job recirculation is enabled, a job may return to the 
machine that has processed it in an early stage. This is usually the case for semiconductor manufacturing, where the wafer is fabricated 
one layer after another [9]. 
A FJSSP should rapidly be solved by an optimization algorithm, as production scheduling is time-sensitive compared to the long-
term production planning. An evolutionary algorithm (EA) intrinsically complies with this requirement, since it aims to fast obtain a 
high-quality optimization solution or solution set, without guaranteeing the exact optimum. On the one hand, an integrated energy- 
and labor-aware FJSSP calls for multiple optimization objectives. This is not only because the integration of energy and labor 
awareness triggers more production objectives, but also due to the fact that production objectives often vary on the shop floor 
depending on the preference of a specific decision marker or the compromised preference of multiple decision makers [11]. Therefore, 
the number of optimization objectives easily exceeds three, the existing multi-objective FJSSP research is limited within three 
objectives.  
On the other hand, many-objective optimization has become an active research topic in multiobjective evolutionary algorithms 
(MOEAs). This is due to the new challenges faced by EAs [12] in (1) the search for Pareto optimal solutions, (2) the approximation 
of the entire Pareto front, (3) the presentation of obtained solutions, (4) the choice of a single final solution, and (5) the evaluation of 
search algorithms. Therefore, many-objective optimization problems (MaOPs) have been defined to denote the multiobjective 
optimization problems (MOPs) with over three objectives [13, 14]. In a many-objective retrofit planning problem [15], the widely-
used NSGA-II was proven to have poor convergence and diversity performance. While the many-objective optimization research is 
focused on designing a generic EA that can be widely used without any deep domain knowledge, there is little research on tailoring 
an EA for a real MaOP, e.g., integrated energy- and labor-aware FJSSP. 
This paper fills these gaps in the following aspects. (1) Compared to existing FJSSPs, energy and labor awareness are additionally 
modeled and integrated; job recirculation, operation sequence-dependent machine setup times, and partial flexible job shop are 
considered in the proposed model, named EL-FJSSP. Though the EL-FJSSP becomes more complex, it is more practical and flexible 
for industrial applications, aiming to help factories to additionally reduce the energy and labor costs under dynamic electricity pricing. 
(2) Discrete-event simulation (DES) is used to build a digital twin of the energy- and labor-aware flexible job shop. This not only 
enables flexible modeling of a complex production problem on the shop floor, but also facilitates fast yet accurate calculation of all 
the optimization objectives. (3) For the first time, the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm-III (NSGA-III) is tailored for many-
objective production scheduling. (4) Through numerical experiments under different dynamic electricity pricing schemes, the 
underlying relations among the important production objectives are quantitatively revealed, i.e., makespan, total energy cost, total 
labor cost, maximal workload, and total workload. The effectiveness and efficiency of tailoring a NSGA-III in solving a many-
objective EL-FJSSP are demonstrated. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 gives the literature review on energy-aware (flexible) job shop 
scheduling. Sect. 3 describes the proposed EL-FJSSP, with a focus on how to integrate energy and labor awareness to a conventional 
FJSSP. Sect. 4 introduces the tailored NSGA-III. Sect. 5 presents the numerical experiments. Sect. 6 draws the conclusion. 
 
2. Literature Review on Energy-Aware (Flexible) Job Shop Scheduling 
Table 1 analyzes the recent research on energy-aware (flexible) job shop scheduling in four aspects: energy model, labor model, 
number of objectives as well as the specific objectives, and optimization method. Generally, the gaps lie in little investigation of 
dynamic energy prices and labor in the scheduling model, and a small number of objectives. 
Regarding the energy model, only a few studies use complete power states (including startup and shutdown) to mimic the dynamic 
energy consumption behavior of machines. May, et al. [16] propose a set of power states, which are mapped to machine operation 
states. These power states include off, idle, standby, setup, and working, while ramp-up and ramp-down are modeled as the transitions  
 
Table 1 
Feature analysis of recent literature on energy-aware job shop scheduling methods 
Literature 
Energy model Labor model Number of 
objectives Objectives Optimization method Power state Energy price Shift Personnel 
Dai, et al. [19] No No No No Two Energy consumption, makespan Metaheuristic 
Moon and Park [20] No Yes No No One Production cost MIP + CP 
Firas and Denis [21] Partial No No No Three Makespan, maximal workload, total workload Metaheuristic 
Garcia-Santiago, et al. [22] Partial No No No One Energy consumption Metaheuristic 
He, et al. [23] No No No No Two Makespan, energy consumption Metaheuristic 
Kemmoé, et al. [24] Partial No No No One Makespan LP 
Liu, et al. [25] Partial Yes No No Three 
Total weighted tardiness, total 
non-processing electricity 
consumption, electricity cost 
Metaheuristic 
May, et al. [16] Yes No No No Two 




Stock and Seliger [17] Yes No No No Two Energy consumption,  peak power loads Metaheuristic 
Tang and Dai [26] Partial No No No One Makespan Metaheuristic 
Liu, et al. [18] Yes No No No Two 




Salido, et al. [27] No No No No Two Makespan, energy consumption Metaheuristic 
Xu, et al. [28] Partial No No No Five 
Total time, total cost, material 
consumption, energy 
consumption, product quality 
Metaheuristic 
Zhang and Chiong [3] Partial No No No Two Total weighted tardiness, energy consumption Metaheuristic 
Giglio, et al. [29] No No No No One Total cost Heuristic 
Kim, et al. [6] Partial Yes Yes Yes One Total energy cost Metaheuristic 
Mokhtari and Hasani [30] No No No  No Three 
Total completion time, total 
availability of the system, energy 
consumption 
Metaheuristic 
Salido, et al. [31] No No No  No One Weighted sum of makespan and energy consumption Metaheuristic 
Yin, et al. [32] No No No  No Three Makespan, total energy consumption, noise emission Metaheuristic 
Zhang, et al. [33] Yes No No  No One Total energy consumption Metaheuristic + AI 
Zhang, et al. [4] No No No No Three Makespan, total workload, total energy consumption Game theory 
 
between off and idle. In [17], four states are considered: process, idle, standby, and switch on/off. Compared to the idle state, the 
standby state is not ready for operations, since required components stay powered off, e.g., auxiliary systems. Liu, et al. [18] consider 
a power input model for a machine and turn off/on states. This power input model encompasses idle, switch, and cutting states, where 
the switch state is a transition to runtime mode. Besides processing and standby states, startup and shutdown states are considered in 
[33]. The duration of the latter two states enables the switching off-on decision: a machine is switched off if the duration between two 
adjacent operations is longer than the breakeven duration (i.e., energy consumption of shutdown and startup divided by standby power).  
Although studies with partial power states generally consider idle and processing states, they ignore some basic power states, such 
as shutdown [21, 22] as well as startup and shutdown states [26]. The investigations that neglect power states often classify the total 
machine energy consumption into unload and cutting energy [19, 23]. The unload power corresponds to activities prepared for 
processing, such as loading, unloading, positioning, and changing cutting tools. The cutting power corresponds to actual cutting 
operations. However, as highlighted in [23], this energy modeling method depends on specific machining processes, hindering its 
general application. 
As exhibited in Table 1, even fewer studies consider dynamic energy prices, despite the economic impact of converting the energy 
consumption to the energy cost [2]. For production during a Rolling Blackout policy [25], the electricity price is more expensive, due 
to private power generation which fills the shortage of public power supply. In time-of-use pricing (ToUP) and critical-peaking pricing 
(CPP), the electricity price in a day may have several levels. The difference between levels is much larger in CPP than in ToUP [20]. 
Besides ToUP, real-time pricing (RTP) is considered in [6], where the electricity price varies more often than ToUP, e.g., every hour 
in the next day [2]. A common attempt of these studies is to schedule production loads such that the incurred energy cost is minimized 
under volatile electricity prices, while satisfying the defined production constraints. 
Table 1 also reveals a lack of relevant studies on the labor aspect, although machines commonly interact with human workers in 
practice and an optimal match between these two types of resources is required for economical production. Consideration of human 
workers requires the fragmentation of a continuous scheduling horizon into discrete labor shifts, which may be further separated by 
periods forbidding production, e.g., weekends and holidays. Therefore, this needs novel modeling and effective optimization with 
more constraints. Garcia-Santiago, et al. [22] mentioned that a human operator is required to change the ancillary part of a machine 
upon a change of product type, but they did not investigate how to economically match machine and human resources. The only 
relevant literature that considers the labor aspect is [6]. Nevertheless, simple scenario comparisons were performed on whether 
increasing production and operators in the day or in the night is economical. No hint was given on how to integrate labor in an energy-
aware (flexible) job shop scheduling model [6]. 
In addition, Table 1 demonstrates that all the literature except [28] is limited within three optimization objectives. Despite up to 
five objectives in Xu, et al. [28], many-objective optimization was not explicitly investigated. A common objective in these 
investigations is makespan, as it not only directly measures the time to complete a set of jobs, but also is linked to other important 
production metrics, e.g., earliness/tardiness of finished jobs and workload. The energy-related objectives include minimization of total 
energy consumption to process a set of jobs [3, 16, 19, 22, 28, 33], non-processing energy [16, 25], peak power consumption [17], 
and energy cost [20, 25]. 
Concerning the optimization method, most studies used metaheuristics (Table 1). A genetic algorithm (GA) [19, 21, 27, 32] as 
well as its variants NSGA-II [18, 25] and memetic algorithm (MA) [3, 31] are the most prevalent among these metaheuristics. Besides, 
Xu, et al. [28] used a bee algorithm, Garcia-Santiago, et al. [22] utilized a harmony search algorithm, and [23] employed a nested 
partitions algorithm. Furthermore, two metaheuristics are often hybridized for enhanced search capability in the solution space. For 
instance, a GA was hybridized with a simulated annealing algorithm in [26, 30], an artificial immune algorithm was hybridized with 
a simulated annealing in [17], and NSGA-II was hybridized with SPEA-II in [16]. One important reason for this prevalent usage of 
metaheuristics is that production scheduling on the shop floor intrinsically requires fast yet high-quality decision making [22]. This 
also explains why optimization by a standard solver [20, 24] or a heuristic [29] is not extensively used, of which the computation time 
and tractability are very sensitive to additional constraints and an increasing problem size. 
 
3. Problem modeling 
The proposed problem is to perform energy- and labor-aware flexible job shop scheduling under dynamic electricity prices (EL-
FJSSP). All jobs have a common release time and must be finished before a common due time. Labor shifts are considered while job 
and changeover split are allowed, such that a job/changeover may be split into multiple subparts by labor-forbidden periods, e.g., 
weekends and holidays. Job recirculation is allowed, i.e., a job may revisit the same machine even if it has been processed once by 
this machine. Five objectives need to be simultaneously optimized: makespan (Cmax), total energy cost (TEC), total labor cost (TLC), 
maximal machine workload (MWL), and total machine workload (TWL), as defined in Eq. (1). These five objectives are chosen 
because TEC and TLC are two necessary metrics to quantify the impact of integrating energy and labor awareness to a production 
scheduling problem, while Cmax, MWL, and TWL are three conventional performance metrics [34] indicating the overall production 
time, the maximal workload of a machine, and the overall workload of all machines, respectively. 
maxmin( , , , , )C TEC TLC MWL TWL       (1) 
 
3.1 Objectives 
Cmax is defined as the time when the last job is completed: 
max 1 2 nmax( , , ..., )C C C C=      (2) 
where Cj is the completion time of job j. Cmax is closely related to the throughput of a production system, while throughput 
maximization is of the utmost importance and managers are often measured how well they do so.  
TEC comprises the energy cost of all machines for processing operations of all jobs
1
( )m ii ECO=∑ , machine changeover/setup 
1






( )m i i iiTEC ECO ECC ECI== + +∑         (3) 
TLC depends on the assigned labor shifts for a schedule and the type of human workers in each shift. It comprises the labor cost 
of all human workers who are involved in these shifts. It is calculated by Eq. (4). The binary variable ptshθ  indicates whether a personnel 
type (pt) will be included in a shift (sh) according to the power states assigned to the duration of this shift. A pt is identified by the 
skill that is linked to the worker. The number of workers in type pt is indicated by .ptshN  
1
m DT pt pt pt
sh sh shi sh ST pt PT
TLC W Nθ
= = ∈
= ⋅ ⋅∑ ∑ ∑       (4) 
MWL and TWL are two workload-related objectives for a (flexible) job shop [21, 35]. MWL indicates the maximum working time 
spent on any machine, as formulated in Eq. (5). TWL measures the total workload of machines, which represents the total working 
time of all machines, as described in Eq. (6). 
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3.2 Total energy cost 
The energy cost for all operations on machine i (ECOi) is accumulated according to the operation sequence of machine i (𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖), 
where 𝜋𝜋𝑖𝑖 contains a sequence of indexes (i, j, k, l) of these operations. As defined in Eq. (7), the energy consumption for processing 
operation (i, j, k, l) is mapped to the corresponding electricity pricing slots via the time slot indicator ,tsβ such that the energy cost for 
processing operation (i, j, k, l) is accumulated over these slots. The production-prohibited period (e.g., weekend and holiday) is 
integrated due to the consideration of labor. If it exists (λwp = 1), an operation may be split by this special period into multiple subparts 
with machine power-off&on in-between adjacent subparts. A set of sequential power states (Soff&on) is involved in powering off&on 
a machine. Each power state (s) is characterized by an averaged power level (Ps) and an averaged time duration (Ts), i.e., power profile. 
In Eqs. (8-9), the current time is mapped to the corresponding electricity pricing slot. 
( )&( , , , ) 1 2
n n n
ijkl ijkl ijkl ijkl ijkl
n n n
i ijkl ijkl ijkl off on
ETSO NSO ETO NSO ETO t
i ts ts p wp ts si j k l ts STSO n t STO n t STO s S
ECO EP P t P t
∈π = = = = = ∈
= ⋅ β ⋅ ⋅ + λ ⋅ β ⋅ ⋅∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑       (7) 
1, if [ , ( 1) )
0, otherwisets
t ts D ts D
β
∈ ⋅ + ⋅
= 

       (8) 
( ) / , [ , , ..., , ]ts t ST D t ST ST t DT t DTδ δ= − ∈ + −        (9) 
The energy cost for all changeovers on machine i (ECCi) is described in Eq. (10). Analogous to Eq. (7), it is accumulated over all 
changeovers on machine i by mapping the energy consumption of each changeover to the energy cost under dynamic electricity prices. 
The spit of one changeover into multiple subparts by a special period is also considered, such that the additional energy cost for 
powering off&on machines before and after this special period is also calculated. A set of sequential power states (Sc) may be involved 
in a changeover. Note that the machine does not have to perform a changeover if the changeover duration is zero, i.e., 
;ijkl ijklSTC ETC= otherwise, the changeover is performed right before the start of operation (i, j, k, l). 
( )&( , , , ) 1 2ijkl ijkl ijkl ijkl ijkli ijkl ijkl c ijkl off onETSC NSC ETC NSC ETCt ti ts ts s wp ts si j k l ts STSC n t STC s S n t STC s SECC EP P t P t∈ = = = ∈ = = ∈= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑π β λ β   (10) 
The energy cost for the idling of machine i (ECIi) is accumulated in Eq. (11), similar to Eqs. (7, 10). The machine idling 
encompasses three cases, as described in Eqs. (12-14). (1) ijklα = 0: no machine idling follows operation (i, j, k, l), i.e., the set of idling 
power state is empty ( ).IS = ∅  Consequently, a potential changeover immediately starts upon the end of operation (i, j, k, l). (2) 
ijklα = 1: an idle mode is set between operations (i, j, k, l) and (i, j’, k’, l+1), i.e., .I idleS S= (3) ijklα = 2: the off mode with an off 
duration ( )offd  is set between operations (i, j, k, l) and (i, j’, k’, l+1), i.e., .I offS S=   
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3.3 Total labor cost 
The duration of a shift is defined by Eq. (16), i.e., 24 hours divided by the number of shifts in a day ( SH ).  SH is the set of shifts 
in a day which may be a weekday and a weekend day. If weekend production is allowed, the labor wage in each shift is higher on a 
weekend day than on a weekday. The labor wage in a day also varies, which increases in the night shift than in the other shifts on the 
same day.  
24 SHshδ =               (16)  
Within one shift (sh), once a personnel type (pt) is required by an involved power state (s), this pt  will be included in this sh
( 1).ptshθ =  Otherwise, the binary personnel occupation indicator 
pt
shθ  is zero.  
Workers, machine production, and machine power consumption are coupled by the link between the skills required by different 
machine operations. In this manner, these three decision variables are fully integrated, compared to the existing literature which 
performs independent decision making on these decision variables. Table 3 presents the mapping between generic power states and  
Table 3 
Mapping between generic machine power states and the required type of personnel 
Current power state Trigger event Destination power state Next power state Type of personnel 
Off Power-on Ready Startup None 
Startup Automatic Ready Ready Operator 
Ready Idling Ready Ready Operator Produce Production Production 
Production Automatic (when current job is completed) 
Ready Ready Operator, quality checker (for jobs whose 
last operation is performed on this machine) 
Shutdown Automatic Off Off Operator 
the type of personnel, while Fig. 5 presents the generic power state-based energy model that accommodates these three decision 
variables. Both the energy model and the personnel type are generic in Table 3 and Fig. 5, and can be further extended to specific 
cases. 
 
3.4 Operation, job, and changeover 
A job j has a fixed sequence of operations Gj. To complete a job, each of these operations must be performed by one qualified 
machine. Operations of distinct jobs may follow an arbitrary sequence on a machine but with a common release time (RT) and due 
time (DT). Recirculation is allowed. From a job perspective, this means that a job may contain multiple identical operations and return 
to a previous machine it passed through. Due to the weekend production constraint introduced by the labor model, an operation (i, j, 
k, l) contains one or more sub-durations, as indicated in Eq. (17).  
( )1 , , , ,ijkl
NSO n n
ijkl ijkl ijkl in
DO ETO STO i M j J k K l I
=
= − ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈∑     (17) 
The last operation on a machine must be completed before DT, considering the duration to power off this machine (Eq. 18).  
, , , ,iijkl poff iETO D DT i M j J k K l I+ ≤ ∈ ∈ ∈ =       (18)  
As defined by Eq. (19), a machine changeover is required between adjacent operations of different types. It starts right before the 
upcoming operation on a machine. ijklNSCijklETC is the end time of last subpart of the changeover before operation (i, j, k, l). 
1
' , , , , ' , \{1}ijklijkl ijk
SC
l i
NETC STJ i M j J k k K l I= ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈      (19) 
Analogously, the duration of a changeover is the sum of one or multiple sub-durations, as described in Eq. (20). 
( )1 , , , , \{1}ijkl
NSC n n
ijkl ijkl ijkl in
DC ETC STC i M j J k K l I
=
= − ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈∑    (20) 
 
3.5 Machine 
A machine is assumed to have sufficient material supply and have no breakdown. It cannot simultaneously perform multiple 
operations and does not allow preemption (Eq. 21). An idle mode is only applicable to a period that can accommodate it (Eq. 22). If 
weekend production is prohibited, the machine must be powered off, as indicated in Eq. (23). The changeover/setup time depends on 
the sequence of adjacent operations on a machine and is randomly generated from a set of setup times for experiments in this paper, 
as defined in Eq. (24). 
1
' '( 1) , , , ' , , ' ,ijkl
NSO
ijkl ij k l iETO STO i M j j J k k K l I+< ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈     (21) 
( ) , , , ,ijkl
ij
NSJ1
s ijk l 1 ijkl is SI
D STC ETJ i M j J k K l I+∈ ≤ − ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈∑     (22) 
0, ( 1) & ( weekends)tsP if t= = ∀ ∈λ       (23) 
( , , , ) ( , ', ', 1) ( ), , , ' , , ' ,i j k l i j k l setup iST rand T i M j j J k k K l I→ + = ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈     (24) 
4. Solution algorithm: tailored NSGA-III 
This section is the first attempt to tailor a NSGA-III [36] in solving a many-objective FJSSP. Fourfold issues are specifically 
tackled in this attempt. (1) How to represent an EL-FJSSP scheduling solution in an evolutionary search? This solution representation 
not only aims for a conventional flexible job shop, but also should allow for job recirculation on the same machine in the problem 
domain and promote diversity in a population during an evolutionary search. (2) How to effectively decode a potentially complex 
chromosome to a corresponding scheduling solution? (3) How to define crossover and mutation operators? (4) How to efficiently 
evaluate a scheduling solution given the many-objective and highly-constrained FJSSP? 
 
4.1 Scheduling solution encoding 
 
A canonical evolutionary algorithm usually produces some infeasible solutions after recombination by crossover and mutation. 
Consequently, a repair mechanism is often required for remedy, although this slows down the evolutionary search. In this paper, a 
solution is encoded by four heterogeneous chromosome segments, such that these repair efforts are removed, while guaranteeing the 
feasibility of all solutions. 
In the example of Fig. 1, job0 has two operations (O010, O001), job1 has three operations (O120, O131, O102), and job2 has two 
operations (O230, O211). These operations are aligned in a lexicographical order of the job index and the operation sequence of each 
job. The first chromosome segment in Fig. 1 refers to machine selection and is encoded as binary sets. A true bit (i.e., one) means that 
the machine is selected, and vice versa for a false bit (i.e., zero). Therefore, the machines selected for (O010, O001, O131, O102, O230, O012, 
O211) are (2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 1, 2). The second segment represents the sequence in which operations of all jobs are placed on the time horizon 
of the corresponding machine. It is encoded as permutation with repetition [37], which naturally maintains the relative order among 
operations of a job and further facilitates the definition of crossover (Sect. 4.5) and mutation (Sect. 4.5). In Fig. 1, the operation 
sequence is (O120, O010, O131, O102, O230, O001, O211). The third segment indicates the operation insertion direction. It is encoded as a 
binary bit. A true bit (i.e., one) indicates the forward insertion of operations on the scheduling time horizon (Sect. 4.2.1), while a false 
bit (i.e., zero) implies the backward insertion of operations (Sect. 4.2.2). 
The fourth chromosome segment in Fig. 1 indicates the schedule type, which is a decimal number varying from zero to two              
(0: original schedule, 1: semi-active schedule, 2: active schedule). Based on the primary classification of forward schedules in [9], 
this paper further classifies feasible non-preemptive forward and backward schedules in the following three categories: (1) original 
schedule (operations are placed on the time horizons of machines one after another by strictly following the assigned forward or 
backward operation sequence), (2) semi-active schedule (if no operation can be completed earlier or later for a forward or backward 
schedule, respectively, without changing the order of processing on any one of the machines), (3) active schedule (if no operation can 
start earlier without delaying at least one other operation in a forward schedule, or if no operation can end later without advancing at 
least one other operation in a backward schedule). Therefore, the schedule type determines the location of time horizon of the 
corresponding machine where an operation is placed and even the operation sequence on a machine for an active schedule. Details 
will be provided in Sect. 4.2 on decoding such a chromosome into a schedule. 
Despite having a longer makespan compared to active schedules, original and semi-active schedules are equally important. In the 
context of industrial demand response, more free durations in the latter two types of schedules allow for machine powering off and 
idling during peak electricity pricing periods. The combination of insertion direction and schedule type leads to overall six schedule 
types. Consequently, this diversifies the population to avoid premature convergence. 
 
4.2 Scheduling solution decoding 
 
Fig. 2 demonstrates how to decode a scheduling solution from the heterogeneous chromosome illustrated in Fig. 1. Operations are 
assigned one after another to corresponding machines in the indicated direction and following the assigned sequence, while the final 
operation sequence on a machine may be altered in an active schedule. In an original schedule, an operation is simply inserted to the 
end (forward decoding in Fig.2a) or the start (backward decoding in Fig. 2b) of its precedent, which is indicated by the chromosome. 
In a semi-active schedule, an operation can start as early as possible (forward decoding in Fig. 2c) or end as late as possible (backward 
decoding in Fig. 2d) without changing the assigned operation sequence. In an active schedule, the operation sequence can be broken, 
and no left-shift can be further performed without right-shifting another operation (forward decoding in Fig. 2e), or no right-shift can 
be further performed without left-shifting another operation (backward decoding in Fig. 2f). Although there are overall six decoding 
methods, a specific decoding method is determined once the solution encoding is known. 
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Figure 1 Heterogeneous chromosome representation. For an operation Ojkl, j represents a job, k represents a type of operation, and 
l represents the sequence of operation k in job j.
Fig. 2 does not illustrate job or changeover split for brevity. However, when actually inserting an operation, a weekend should be 
excluded from time allocation if weekend production is not allowed. Consequently, a job/changeover may have multiple start and end 
times, indicating that it is split by at least one weekend. For the concern of job/changeover split, the following two definitions are 
provided.  
Definition 1: first start time refers to the start time of the first subpart of a job/changeover, considering its split by an event on 
the time horizon, e.g., prohibited weekend production.  
Definition 2: last end time refers to the end time of the last subpart of a job/changeover, considering its split by an event on the 
time horizon, e.g., prohibited weekend production.  
Note that if a job/changeover is not split into multiple subparts, it is considered to have only one subpart. Although the assigned 
operation sequence may be altered in decoding an active schedule, it rather refers to the operation sequence on a machine. The 
operation sequence of a job remains fixed, as a constant input for a scheduling algorithm, to ensure that a job is processed in the 
designed technological sequence. Analogously, even when backward inserting operations in a schedule, the operation sequence of a 
job should be fully respected by backward following the fixed operation sequence of a job. 
The complexity of decoding an original or semi-active schedule is O(n). Comparatively, the complexity of decoding active 
schedule is O(n2). While it is apparent to decode an original or semi-active schedule, Algorithms 1 & 2 are proposed as follows to 
forward and backward decode an active schedule, respectively. 
 
4.2.1 Forward decoding an active schedule  
 
Algorithm 1 describes how to forward insert operations to build an active schedule (illustrated in Fig. 2e). Operations are inserted 
to the time horizon of the corresponding machine following the forward operation sequence (lines 1-2, Algorithm 1). Each insertion 
should be performed as early as possible, while respecting the operation sequence of a job (lines 3-7, Algorithm 1) and machine 








(a) Original schedule (forward)
(c) Semi-active schedule (forward)




























(b) Original schedule (backward)

































Figure 2 Example of forward and backward decoding an original, semi-active and active schedule from a chromosome with the 
same machine selection and operation sequence segments illustrated in Fig.1.  
 
 
 Algorithm 1 Forward decoding an active flexible job shop production schedule 
Input: sequencedOperations (with assigned machines) 
Output: a production scheduleπ which ends as early as possible 
1.    for index ← 1 : size(sequencedOperations) 
2.     operation ← sequencedOperations(index) 
3.   if index == 0 
4.       lowerBoundInAJob ← startTimeSchedule + durationStartup 
5.   else 
6.            lowerBoundInAJob ← operation.job.previousOperation.lastEndTime 
7.        end if 
8.       .π insertAnOperationOnAMachine(lowerBoundInAJob, operation, true) //Algorithm 3 




Algorithm 2 Backward decoding an active flexible job shop production schedule 
Input: sequencedOperations (with assigned machines) 
Output: a production scheduleπ which starts as late as possible 
1.    for index ← size(sequencedOperations) : 1 
2.   operation ← sequencedOperations(index) 
3.   if index == size(sequencedOperations) 
4.       upperBoundInAJob ← dueTime – durationShutdown 
5.   else 
6.            upperBoundInAJob ← operation.job.nextOperation.firstStartTime 
7.        end if 
8.       .π insertAnOperationOnAMachine(upperBoundInAJob, operation, false) //Algorithm 3 
9.    end for 
 
 
Algorithm 3 Operation insertion on a machine 
Input: boundInAJob, operationToBeInserted, isForwardInsertion 
Output: true if this insertion is successful, false otherwise 
1.    mach ← operation.assignedMachine 
2.    if isForwardInsertion == true 
3.        freePeriods← mach.getFreePeriodsLaterThan(boundInAJob) 
4.        indexSet ← 1 : size(freePeriods) 
5.    else 
6.        freePeriods← mach.getFreePeriodsEarlierThan(boundInAJob) 
7.        indexSet ← size(freePeriods) : 1 
8.    end if     
9.    for index ∈  indexSet 
10.       freePeriod ←  freePeriods(index) 
11.      if mach has no assigned operation 
12.          requiredDuration ← operation.duration 
13.      else 
14.          if period is before existing operations on mach 
15.              requiredDuration ← operation.duration + mach.getSetupTime(operation, mach.nextOperation) 
16.          else if period is after existing operations on mach 
17.              requiredDuration ← operation.duration + mach.getSetupTime(mach,previousOperation, operation) 
18.          else 
19.              requiredDuration ← operation.duration + mach.getSetupTime(mach,previousOperation, operation) + 
mach.getSetupTime(operation, mach.nextOperation) 
20.          end if  
21.      end if 
22.      if period >= requiredDuration 
23.          mach.insert(operation, period) 
24.          return true 
25.      end if 
26.  end for 
27.  return false 
 
the lowerBoundInAJob is set as the start of scheduling span plus the time to start up the machine which will perform this operation 
(lines 3-4). Otherwise, the lowerBoundInAJob is the last end time of the previous operation in this job (lines 5-7, Algorithm 1). 
The function insertAnOperationOnAMachine(lowerBoundInAJob, operation, true) in line 8 of Algorithm 1 is described in detail 
by Algorithm 3. It starts from the input lowerBoundInAJob, and forward looks for the earliest feasible free period on the target machine 
to accommodate the input operationToBeInserted (lines 2-4 & 9-26, Algorithm 3). If the target machine is not yet assigned any 
operations, a feasible free period should accommodate the duration of operation (lines 11-12, Algorithm 3). Otherwise, the sequence-
dependent setup times should be additionally considered for accommodation (lines 14-21, Algorithm 3). 
Generally, feasible free periods (freePeriod(s), Algorithm 3) are categorized in three types, regarding the operation insertion 
position relative to the existing operations on the target machine: (1) leftmost of existing operations (lines 14-15, Algorithm 3), (2) 
between existing operations (lines 16-17, Algorithm 3), (3) rightmost of existing operations (lines 18-19, Algorithm 3). For the first 
type of freePeriod, a machine changeover occurs between the operationToBeInserted and the first existing operation (i.e., with the 
earliest start time among all existing operations). For the second type of freePeriod, two changeovers should be considered between 
the previous existing operation (relative to operation) and operation, as well as between operation and the next existing operation 
(relative to operation). For the third type of freePeriod, a changeover between the last existing operation (i.e., with the latest start time 
among all existing operations) and operation should be performed. 
 
4.2.2 Backward decoding an active schedule  
The existing FJSP research focuses on minimizing the makespan (Table 1). This paper additionally employs the as-late-as-possible 
philosophy to diversify the population. Although the makespan increases, this aims to create more trade-off scheduling solutions along 
the Pareto approximation frontier. 
Algorithm 2 presents the method to backward insert operations to build an active schedule from a chromosome. Operations are 
iterated from the last operation toward the first one (lines 1-2, Algorithm 2). Each insertion should be performed as late as possible, 
while simultaneously satisfying the operation sequence in a job (lines 3-7, Algorithm 2) and machine availability (line 8,          
Algorithm 2). If an operation is the last one in a job, the upperBoundInAJob equals the due time minus the time to shut down the 
target machine (lines 3-4, Algorithm 2). Otherwise, the upperBoundInAJob is the first start time of the next operation in this job (lines 
5-7, Algorithm 3).  
Analogously, the function insertAnOperationOnAMachine(upperBoundInAJob, operation, false) is introduced in Algorithm 3. It 
starts from the input upperBoundInAJob, and backward looks for the latest feasible free period on the target machine to accommodate 
the input operationToBeInserted (lines 5-8 & 9-26, Algorithm 3).  
 
4.2.3 Timing policy  
When using Algorithms 1-3, the exact start time of each operation still needs to be assigned. This paper employs the directional 
timing policy while other timing policies may be alternatively used. In a directional timing policy, if the decoded insertion direction  
is forward (i.e., the binary insertion direction in Fig. 1 is one), the first start time of an operation to be inserted is the start time of the 
earliest feasible free period, and this operation is forward inserted on the time horizon; if the decoded insertion direction is backward 
(i.e., the binary insertion direction in Fig. 1 is zero), the last end time of an operation to be inserted is the end time of the latest feasible 
free period, and this operation is backward inserted. Note that the directional timing policy does not depend on the schedule type 




The one-point and order crossovers are applied for the chromosome segments of machine selection and operation sequence, 
respectively. Fig. 3 provides an example based on the chromosome shown in Fig. 1. For the one-point crossover, the crossover locus 
is randomly generated between two adjacent operations. Then two parents swap their chromosome segments after this crossover locus, 
while keeping their chromosome segments before this crossover locus. The indicated crossover locus is randomly generated among 
six optional crossover loci. For the order crossover [38], two cut points are randomly selected and applied to both  parents. Genes 
between these two cut points (inclusive) remain to the corresponding offspring. Starting from the second cut point, the rest genes are 
copied one by one from the other parent if the number of a certain job ID is not larger than the original number; otherwise, this copy 
operation is omitted. The former copy operation returns to the gene position of zero if it reaches the end of a chromosome. It continues 




The swap-based mutation is applied to both chromosome segments of machine selection and operation sequence. Fig. 4 
demonstrates an example. For the former segment, an operation is randomly selected from all operations each of which can be 
processed on multiple machines. Then the unique true bit swaps with another randomly selected false bit of the same operation. For 
the latter chromosome segment, two loci with different job IDs are randomly generated and then swap these two job IDs. 
 
4.5 Solution evaluation based on discrete-event simulation 
 
A scheduling solution is evaluated in terms of objectives defined in Eqs. (2-6). As solution evaluation is frequently performed in 
population initialization and recombination of an evolutionary search (e.g., NSGA-III), the time step-based model formulated in      
Sect. 3 is extensively calculated in an evolutionary search. While a large number of time slots may be involved in a solution evaluation, 
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Insertion direction
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Figure 3 Example of one-point and order crossovers applied for the chromosome segments of machine selection and operation 
sequence, respectively. The genes in bold are exchanged from the other parent.
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Schedule typeO131 O102 O230 O211
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Machine selection Operation sequence  
Figure 4 Example of swap-based mutation of the chromosome parts of machine selection and operation sequence. The genes in 
bold numbers are exchanged. 
the slot-wise calculation will cause a high overhead. To reduce this calculation overhead, discrete-event simulation (DES) is used, as 
its runtime depends on the number of discrete events in a simulation instead of the number of time slots. It thus facilitates large-scale 
optimization, in contrast to the commercial off-the-shelf solver (e.g., IBM CPLEX) which is very sensitive to the problem size.  
Fig. 5 presents the multi-layer framework for energy- and labor-aware discrete-event production simulation on the shop floor. The 
shop floor level comprises multiple machines and human workers. Machines of different types have distinct sets of operations that 
they can perform, e.g., grinding, milling, and cutting. Human workers of different types have distinct skill sets, such that operation 
assistance, quality checking, and packaging. A machine may be accompanied by a number of human workers, depending on the 
production configuration. Machines do not have any explicit connection among each other in a flexible job shop, as jobs may have 
different routes. 
The machine level in Fig. 5 consists of five generic power states that mimic both energy consumption and production behaviors 
of a machine. The Off state is the location to start and end a simulation. It has a self-transition triggered by the command event “stay 
off” which indicates the duration for a machine to stay off. It transitions to Startup upon the command event “power on”. A machine 
































(1) A set of jobs to be processed, a sequence of operations for each job
(2) A set of capable operations for each machine
(3) Sequence-dependent setup times for each machine
(4) State-based energy model for each machine
(5) Dynamic electricity prices
(6) Labor shifts per day, number and type of labor for each power state
 
Output variables
(7) A sequence of machines that have processed a job
(8) A sequence of processed jobs on a machine
(9) A sequence of processed operations on each machine
(10) Labor shift over time and labor cost at machine and shop floor levels
(11) Idling between adjacent jobs on a machine
(12) Energy consumption & cost at power state, machine, and shop floor 







Figure 6 Major input and output variables in energy- and labor-aware shop floor production simulation, as well as the 
interdependency of sustainable production aspects including machines, operations, changeovers, jobs, energy, and labor. 
idle” upon which a machine stays idle for an assigned duration, (2) “start production” upon which a machine transitions to the 
Production state, (3) “power off” upon which a machine transitions to the Shutdown state for powering off. A machine returns from 
Production to Ready when it finishes processing the assigned job. When entering into the Shutdown state, it automatically transitions 
to Off after completing the shutdown procedure. Fig. 6 further introduces the key input and output variables for such a simulation, as 
well as the interdependency of machines, operations, changeovers, jobs, energy, and labor. During a DES process, the objective-
related values are accumulated along with the chronological event evolution. 
 
4.6 NSGA-III framework 
 
The NSGA-III [36] follows the NSGA-II framework that emphasizes nondominated solutions in a population. However, for 
diversity preservation in the high-dimensional objective space, unlike in NSGA-II, it also emphasizes population members that are in 
some sense associated with each of the well-spread reference points, which are supplied upon the start of a NSGA-III instance and 
adaptively updated with the population evolution. To this end, the crowding distance operator in NSGA-II is replaced by the following 
sequential approach [36]: (1) determination of reference points on a hyper-plane, (2) adaptive normalization of population members, 
(3) association operation, and (4) niche-preservation operation. 
 
5. Numerical experiments 
5.1 Configurations 
The numerical experiments were performed on a computer with Intel i5-3470 CPU @ 3.20 GHz and 8 GB RAM. A partial JFSSP 
instances was used: 8 (number of jobs) × 27 (number of operations) × 8 (number of machines) [39]. The machine processing power 
was randomly generated from the range [5 kW, 26 kW], based on the empirical machine processing power. The operation-sequence 
dependent machine setup times were randomly generated from the discrete set {10 s, 20 s, 30 m, 1 h, 1 h 30 m, 2 h}, which was 
statistically extracted from the changeover data in a Singaporean manufacturer in the precision engineering domain. The job quantity 
was set to 5000. 
 The 24-hour horizon is divided into three 8-hour labor shifts: morning shift (6 a.m. - 2 p.m.), late shift (2 p.m. - 10 p.m.), and 
night shift (10 p.m. - 6 a.m.). As the general energy model (Fig. 5) was used, the mapping between power states and type of personnel 
follows that in Table 1, where the number of workers per type of personnel was set as 1. The labor wage is the same in morning and 
late shifts, and increases by 10% in a night shift. Compared to a shift on a working day, the labor wage in the same shift but on a 
weekend day rises by 36%, if weekend production is allowed. 
Besides NSGA-III, NSGA-II was used for the same many-objective EL-FJSSP as benchmarking. The hypervolume (HV) [40] 
and inverse generational distance (IGD) [41] were chosen as the performance metric for a many-objective evolutionary search, 
respectively, as each of them can simultaneously measure the convergence and diversity of the obtained nondominated solutions. A 
larger HV and a smaller IGD indicate an approximation set with better convergence and diversity. To enable the calculation of both 
metrics, the reference Pareto front approximation set was obtained by running each of the two algorithms twice and aggregating the 
obtained nondominated solutions. The stop criteria was set to 3 minutes. The crossover and mutation rates were 0.9 and 0.1, 
respectively. The population size was 212, which was approximately the number of reference points (6 outer divisions and 0 inner 
division) using the Das and Dennis’s approach [42]. 
 
5.2 Scheduling under real-time pricing (RTP) 
The RTP data was taken from Belpex, the Belgium electricity spot market [43]. Under this pricing scheme, electricity prices vary 
in each hour; the prices for the next day are known after 3 p.m. on the current day. To get adapted to this pricing scheme and the labor 
shift configured in Sect. 5.1, the scheduling time span was set as 24 hours, lasting from 10 p.m. (included) on the current day to 10 
p.m. (excluded) on the next day. NSGA-II and NSGA-III were run for 30 independent times, respectively, on the small-sized problem 
instance (Sect. 5.1) 
 
 
5.2.1 Convergence of NSGA-II and NSGA-III 
Fig. 7 depicts the statistical convergence curves of NSGA-II and NSGA-III, in terms of HV, IGD, and number of nondominated 
solutions. The number of generations in each algorithm is the minimal among 30 runs to ensure the statistical meaning of all these 
stochastic evolutionary searches. All the 6 curves in Fig. 7 are converged, except that the HV curve of NSGA-II still vibrates a bit 
near the end of a run. In contrast, the HV curve of NSGA-III remains stable after the 250th generation. The final median HV of NSGA-
III (0.060) is higher than that of NSGA-II (0.045). The IGD curves of both algorithms rapidly converge at around the 100th generation. 
Compared to HV curves, IGD curves of both algorithms have much smaller variations in each generation. The final median IGD of 
NSGA-III (0.200) is comparable to that of NSGA-II (0.155). The number of nondominated solution of NSGA-II vibrates around 40 
early starting from the 100th generation, while that of NSGA-III steadily rises to 55 in the first 140 generations, drops till the 250th 
generation, and remains around 30 afterward. The variations in the number of nondominated solution of both algorithms are notable, 
which are up to 100% compared to the median. Another observed phenomenon is that the number of generations in NSGA-II is as 
about 5 times large as that in NSGA-III.  
Overall, NSGA-III is more effective than NSGA-II in solving a many-objective EL-FJSSP, as the former has a higher median 
HV and comparable IGD, and produces less nondominated solutions, which decreases the difficulty in solution selection for a 
production manager or a decision marker. 
 
Figure 7 Statistical convergence curves of NSGA-II and NSGA-III for the 8×8×27 energy- and labor-aware flexible job shop 
scheduling problem (EL-FJSSP) under real-time pricing (RTP), in terms of hypervolume (HV), inverted generational distance 
(IGD), and number of nondominated solutions. These curves were obtained from 30 independent runs of NSGA-II and NSGA-
III, respectively.  
 
5.2.2 Relation among five production objectives 
Fig. 8 illustrates the parallel coordinates plot of an approximation set provided by NSGA-III, where the objective values were 
normalized. In such a plot, a curve across the 5 objectives (Eqs. (2-6)) represents a nondominated solution. The superposition of all 
curves reveals the intrinsic relation among these 5 objectives. As clearly exhibited in Fig. 8, the makespan has a strong conflict with 
the total energy cost. This is explained by the fact that more and longer free durations will be created by postponing production jobs 
(thus raising the makespan). These free durations provide the evolutionary search with more opportunities to make use of lower-priced 
periods. The situation is vice versa if production jobs are fast processed: the total energy cost has to increase as a trade-off.  
The total energy cost shows a relatively weak conflict with the total labor cost (Fig. 8). A lower total energy cost has to be slightly 
compromised by a higher total labor cost, and vice versa. This is explained by the contradiction of the electricity price and the labor 
wage: the former is usually higher during the day and lower in the night, and the other way around for the latter. Consequently, if an 
optimization process shifts production loads to the night for energy cost reduction, this has to be compensated by an increasing labor 
cost. However, this contradiction may decrease if production loads are shifted a bit to the night, such that the rising part of total labor 
cost is insignificant. This is why some curves have lower absolute slopes between the total energy cost and the total labor cost, 
although these slopes are not zero. 
The total labor cost has an obvious trade-off relation with the maximum workload (Fig. 8). If the maximum workload is reduced, 
production jobs are more evenly distributed on machines in a flexible job shop. A rising number of labor shifts are thus more likely 
to be triggered, since even a piece of job on a machine will require at least one operator to work during the whole shift on that machine. 
On the contrary, if the maximum workload is raised, production is more concentrated on a limited number of machines. As a result, 
the production in each labor shift is more compact, leading to a lower total labor cost. Besides, the maximal workload has two clusters 
of values, which are at the two extremes of the whole range. This implies that it is a sensitive variable for an EL-FJSSP. A machine 
has either a very high workload or a very low workload, which is an important consideration factor when a production manager or a 
decision marker selects a final scheduling solution from an approximation set. 
Nevertheless, the relation between the maximal workload and the total workload is nearly harmonious (Fig. 8). No cross, which 
indicates conflicts, is observed among curves between these two objectives. A low maximal workload corresponds to a low total 
workload. A high maximal workload leads to a high total workload, even though the corresponding range of the total workload is 
large (upper half of the whole range). This is explained by the reason that a high maximal workload means that a limited number of 
machines are highly used and could be the bottleneck of the whole production, as other jobs are more likely to wait before these 
machines until the current job is completed. On the contrary, if jobs are distributed on more machines, the maximal workload will 
significantly decrease and the total workload will also reduce as jobs are less likely to wait before a machine. 
 
 
Figure 8 Parallel coordinates plot of an approximation set obtained by NSGA-III for an 8×8×27 energy- and labor-aware flexible 
job shop scheduling problem (EL-FJSSP) under real-time pricing (RTP). The scheduling time span is 24 hours. The values of each 
objective (makespan, total energy cost, total labor cost, maximum workload, and total workload) are normalized. 






















Last but not least, both the total energy cost and the total labor cost remain in a limited range of small values. This proves the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed model and tailored NSGA-III. In another word, the integration of energy and labor 
awareness in a conventional flexible job shop and the corresponding optimization are effective and efficient. 
 
5.3 Visualization of an energy- and labor-aware flexible job shop production schedule 
A backward active scheduling solution from the approximation set provided by NSGA-III in Sect. 5.2 is visualized in Fig. 9. 
Evidently, the operations of job0-job7 are backward placed on the time horizons of the corresponding machines, such that no operation     
can be further postponed without advancing other operations. The machine setup time exhibits its undeniable impact on the makespan 
of processing the 8 jobs. Machine3 turns out to be a bottleneck of the whole production, in the sense that it is under full utilization 
since its relatively early startup at 13:17:39 on 15 November 2016 until the due time. This high utilization could be explained by two 
reasons. Firstly, both job1 and job4 recirculate on machine3 such that machine3 has relatively more operations to process. Secondly, 
the makespan of many other machines is explicitly or implicitly affected by the full occupation of machine3, e.g., machine1, machine2, 
and machine5. Specifically, the job processing on machine5 highly depends on the operation processing of the same job on other 
machines. Consequently, it leads to the earliest start time in the schedule, directly influencing the makespan of the whole production. 
Besides jobs and changeovers, the labor and the shift are also assigned in the schedule shown in Fig. 9. Both operator and quality 
checker are scheduled based on shifts. As the whole production are concentrated on the second half of the time span, all machines 
except machine0, machine4, and machine6 are assigned a morning shift and a late shift after 6 a.m. on 15 November 2016, during 
which an operator is required on each of these machines. Despite the light production load on these machines, the morning shift is 
triggered and obliged besides the late shift. This gives an illustration on the potential of total labor cost reduction by framing more 
compact production within less shifts. Machine4 is assigned a late shift, as it only has production close to the due time (10 p.m. on 15 
November 2016). Less quality checker shifts are required compared to the operator shifts (Fig. 9), as a quality checker is only needed 
for inspecting the production quality at the last processing stage of a job. 
Furthermore, the overall power consumption of all machines on the shop floor is predicted by the discrete-event simulation      
(Sect. 4.5) and visualized in Fig. 9. The power stays zero from the start of the scheduling time span until the earliest production (job7 
on machine5). It then becomes a dynamic curve with different production loads on all machines over time. The highest power 
consumption occurs at around 2 p.m. and 6 p.m. on 15 November 2016, respectively. This is caused by the simultaneous job processing 
or setup of most machines during these two periods. In this way, the shop floor simulation framework (Fig. 5) provides production or 
factory managers the capability to notice the peak consumption before the actual production and proactively take the counter-measures, 
e.g., adjusting the production schedule to lower the power consumption. The predicted power consumption over time can also help a 
factory to achieve a better negotiation with power plants for a more economical energy contract. 
 
Figure 9 Visualization of an active backward production and labor schedule for an 8×8×27 energy- and labor-aware flexible job 
shop and the predicted overall power consumption over time. 
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5.4 Scheduling under time-of-use pricing (ToUP) 
The proposed scheduling method is further demonstrated under ToUP, where the electricity pricing data was taken from a 
Belgium plastic bottle manufacturer. To ensure statistical significance, NSGA-II and NSGA-III were run 30 independent times, 
respectively. Fig. 10 presents the statistical convergence curves of both algorithms. All the 6 curves indicate the saturation of both 
algorithms within the given time budget, with two exceptions. The first gentle exception is the HV of NSGA-II. It steadily rises sine 
the 50th generation and reaches 0.149 at the end. Though this HV remains close to 0.149 after the 420th generation, the saturation trend 
is not evident enough. The second slight exception is the number of nondominated solutions of NSGA-II, which gently increases to 
40 at the end of an evolutionary search. In contrast, the number of nondominated solution of NSGA-III has a rise to 38 in the first 1/3 
generations, and steadily decreases in the latter 2/3 generations with a final value of 23. Analogous to the observations in Sect. 5.2.1, 
NSGA-III has a higher median HV (0.263). Its IGD (0.345) is comparable to that of NSGA-II (0.365).  
Overall, two conclusion points can be drawn from Fig. 10, considering the observations in Sect. 5.2.1. Firstly, NSGA-III is 
superior to NSGA-II in solving a many-objective EL-FJSSP, due to its higher and more stable HV as well as comparable IGD on the 
one hand, and evidently less nondominated solutions that are output on the other hand. Secondly, HV is a more suitable metric in an 
EL-FJSSP. Though IGD provides performance evaluation with smaller variations, it cannot evidently differentiate the many-objective 
optimization performance of different evolutionary algorithms.  
 
Figure 10 Statistical convergence curves of NSGA-II and NSGA-III for the 8×8×27 EL-FJSSP (energy- and labor-aware flexible 
job shop scheduling problem) under time-of-use pricing (ToUP), in terms of hypervolume (HV), inverted generational distance 
(IGD), and number of nondominated solutions. These curves were obtained from 30 independent runs of NSGA-II and NSGA-
III, respectively.  
The relation among the 5 objectives (Eqs. (2-6)) is demonstrated by the parallel coordinates in Fig. 11. Compared to the 
observations in Sect. 5.2.2, the trade-off between the makespan and the total energy cost still exists, though the conflict strength 
decreases a bit. The contradiction between the total energy cost and the total labor cost also holds. The range of total energy cost is 
nearly doubled. This is explained by the electricity price structure. The ToUP has only two pricing levels: on-peak and off-peak.  
Besides, the on-peak period is longer than the off-peak period. Both factors lead to less opportunities in reducing the total energy cost, 
compared to RTP. As a result, it is easier for the total energy cost to rise and have a larger range under ToUP than under RTP. 
However, the range of total labor cost reduces by nearly a half in Fig. 11, compared to that in Fig. 8. As there is less production 
load shifting under ToUP, the assignment of labor shifts varies in a weaker manner. This consequently leads to the smaller variation 
in the total labor cost under ToUP. The conflict between the total labor cost and the maximal workload still remains in Fig. 11, though 
the strength decreases compared to that in Fig. 8. The range of maximal workload decreases by almost 50%. This is also because of 
the less production load shifting under ToUP, which facilities the NSGA-III to minimize in a general sense. The significantly reduced 
range is analogously observed in the total workload (Fig. 11) due to the same reason. Nonetheless, the nearly harmonious relation 
between the maximal workload and the total workload remains as in Fig. 8. 
Last but not least, both the total energy cost and the total labor cost still remain in ranges with small values. This also demonstrates 
the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed model and tailored NSGA-III. 
5.5 Scalability  
The size of the problem instance under ToUP increased from 8×27×8 (small size) to 200×600×20 (large size) to demonstrate the 
scalability of the proposed solution method. The HV metric was used to indicate the convergence of an NSGA-III instance. Multiple 
threads were utilized to speed up the convergence of an NSGA-III instance even in the large-sized problem instance. An NSGA-III 
instance was terminated by the end of the specified runtime. Different runtime was set, i.e., 3 min, 5 min, 10 min, 20 min, 30 min, 
and 40 min. For each configuration of thread number and runtime, the NSGA-III went through 30 independent runs such that an HV 
value was the average of these 30 runs for a specific configuration. 
Table 4 lists the experiment results. The first observation is that the NSGA-III converged within reasonable runtime for both the 
small-sized problem instance (8×27×8) and the large-sized problem instance (200×600×20). For the small-sized problem instance, 
the NSGA-III converged at HV of 0.28 within 5 min using 4 threads. For the large-sized problem instance, it converged at HV of 
 
Figure 11 Parallel coordinates plot of an approximation set obtained by NSGA-III for an 8×8×27 energy- and labor-aware flexible 
job shop scheduling problem (EL-FJSSP) under time-of-use pricing (ToUP). The scheduling time span is two weeks while 
production is not allowed on weekends. The values of each objective (makespan, total energy cost, total labor cost, maximum 
workload, and total workload) are normalized. 



























around 0.86 within 30 min and nearly converged at HV of around 0.96 within 20 min both using 8 threads. Therefore, the reasonable 
convergence time for the large-sized problem instance demonstrates the scalability of the proposed solution method. 
The second observation of Table 4 is that the multithreading effectively contributes to the speedup of an NSGA-III search and 
thus the scalability of the solution method. For the large-sized problem instance, the convergence speed of the NSGA-III is stimulated 
by increasing the number of threads from 4 to 8. Consequently, the NSGA-III using 8 threads nearly converged within 20 min, while 
the NSGA-III using 4 threads nearly converged within 40 min. However, the convergence speed is less doubled as the number of 
threads increases from 4 to 8, e.g., the HV of using 4 threads at 10 min is 0.64 while the HV of using 8 threads at 5 min is 0.45. This 
is explained by the rising communication overhead caused by more threads, such that a higher speedup is increasingly compensated 
by this communication overhead. 
 
Table 4 
Convergence performance for algorithmic saturation in small- (8×27×8) and large-sized (200×600×20) problem instances 
Problem instance Number of threads Runtime (min) HV (hypervolume) Did NSGA-III converge? 
8×27×8 4 3 0.26 Nearly yes 
8×27×8 4 5 0.28 Yes 
8×27×8 4 10 0.28 Yes 
200×600×20 4 3 0.21 No 
200×600×20 4 5 0.33 No 
200×600×20 4 10 0.64 No 
200×600×20 4 20 0.87 No 
200×600×20 4 30 0.91 No 
200×600×20 4 40 0.93 Nearly yes 
200×600×20 8 3 0.22 No 
200×600×20 8 5 0.45 No 
200×600×20 8 10 0.75 No 
200×600×20 8 20 0.96 Nearly yes 
200×600×20 8 30 0.98 Yes 
200×600×20 8 40 0.98 Yes 
 
5.6 Comparison of different algorithms for many-objective optimization 
The tailored NSGA-III and seven other multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) were benchmarked to compare their 
many-objective optimization performance for the proposed problem (EL-FJSSP). The seven other MOEAs either have been widely 
used and highly cited in the past 10 years in the multiobjective optimization domain, or were recently proposed for many-objective  
 
Table 5 





(inverted generational distance) 
Number of nondominated 
solutions 
Number of global 
nondominated solutions 
RTP ToUP RTP ToUP RTP ToUP RTP ToUP 
NSGA-III 0.59 0.57 0.09 0.16 101 49 64 38 
NSGA-II 0.52 0.46 0.13 0.15 150 71 110 14 
𝜀𝜀-MOEA 0.18 0.27 0.27 0.23 112 70 0 65 
SPEA2 0.50 0.51 0.15 0.14 100 80 47 39 
SMS-MOEA 0.26 0.46 0.22 0.33 55 29 0 11 
VEGA 0.16 2.5E-3 0.64 0.84 28 11 0 0 
I-DBEA 0.56 0.01 0.10 0.76 112 14 103 0 
RVEA 0.14 0 0.71 1.40 9 5 3 0 
 
optimization. These seven MOEAs include NSGA-II [44], ε-MOEA (epsilon-MOEA) [45], SPEA2 (strength-based evolutionary 
algorithm) [46], SMS-MOEA (S-metric Selection MOEA) [47], VEGA (vector evaluated genetic algorithm) [48], I-DBEA (improved 
decomposition-based evolutionary algorithm) [49], and RVEA (reference vector guided evolutionary algorithm) [50]. The generic 
operators for these benchmarking algorithms remain these in Sect. 4.3 and Sect. 4.4 to be consistent. The problem instance and other 
configurations remained these in Sect. 5.1. The experiment with each algorithm was performed under the two electricity pricing 
schemes RTP and ToUP, respectively. Both HV and IGD metrics were used to quantify the joint convergence and diversity 
performance of these algorithms, respectively. The number of nondominated solutions was utilized to indicate the capability of an 
algorithm to differentiate solutions in a large-dimensional objective space. Besides, the number of global nondominated solutions was 
used to show how many nondominated solutions produced by an algorithm which are still nondominated among all the nondominated 
solutions provided by all benchmark algorithms. Finally, the runtime of each algorithm instance was set to 3 min. 
Table 5 lists the benchmark results. The tailored NSGA-III exhibits superior convergence and diversity of NSGA-III for the 
proposed many-objective optimization problem. This is because it achieved the highest HV under RTP (0.59) and ToUP (0.57), the 
lowest IGD under RTP (0.09), and the near-lowest IGD under ToUP (0.16). More detailed discussions around Table 5 are given as 
follows. 
For the problem instance under RTP (Table 5), the many-objective optimization performance (both HV and IGD) of NSGA-II, 
SPEA2, and I-DBEA is more or less close to that of NSGA-III. However, NSGA-II and I-DBEA output more nondominated solutions 
(150 and 112, respectively) than the tailored NSGA-III (101), exhibiting their weaker selection pressure of a population, such that 
they are less capable to distinguish solutions in the high-dimensional objective space compared to NSGA-III. On the one hand, this 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the reference direction-based diversity preservation scheme, which is introduced in NSGA-III to 
replace the crowding-distance-based density estimation scheme in NSGA-II [44]. On the other hand, this proves that I-DBEA is not 
as efficient as NSGA-III in balancing diversity and convergence, though both are designed based on the reference directions in the 
objective space. Furthermore, SPEA2 output less global nondominated solutions (47) compared to NSGA-III (64), implying its weaker 
convergence. This could be explained by the environment selection mechanism of SPEA2 (step 3 in [46]), which only employs the 
canonical dominance and may even include dominated solutions when selecting solutions as the next generation.  
For the problem instance under ToUP (Table 5), the HV of SPEA2 (0.51) is close to that of NSGA-III (0.57) and the IGD of 
SPEA2 (0.14) is slightly lower than that of NSGA-III (0.16). Nonetheless, SPEA2 output evidently more nondominated solutions (80) 
than NSGA-III (49). This reveals its weaker selection pressure, as it does not employ additional measures to differentiate solutions 
besides the canonical dominance. Compared to the former instance under RTP where I-DBEA reached a high-performance level, I-
DBEA obtained very poor performance in this instance under ToUP, i.e., HV = 0.01, IGD = 0.76. This illustrates that the performance 
of I-DBEA highly depends on the specific instance, in contrast to NSGA-III of which the superior performance widely holds.  
For both problem instances in Table 5, the many-objective optimization performance of VEGA (HV = 2.5E-3, IGD = 0.84) and 
RVEA (HV = 0, IGD = 1.40) is evidently poor, respectively. The poor performance of VEGA would be due to its selection scheme 
[48] that was proposed for bi- or tri-objective optimization problems. The poor performance of RVEA would be explained by the fact 
that in the original experiments of RVEA [50], only the simulated binary crossover and the polynomial mutation were tested and 
explicitly recommended in the algorithm design, such that the actual performance of RVEA highly depends on the generic operators 




This paper proposes an energy- and labor-aware flexible job shop scheduling problem (EL-FJSSP) under dynamic electricity 
pricing and tailors a NSGA-III for many-objective optimization of this problem. The contributions are threefold, covering problem 
modeling, solution algorithm, and analytics. (1) Machine energy consumption, human worker, and labor shift are jointly modeled and 
integrated in the EL-FJSSP. In this way, the intrinsic trade-off relation between the energy cost and the labor cost under dynamic 
electricity pricing is captured, instead of being ignored in the existing research on energy-aware FJSSP, and human workers can be 
matched to the scheduled production, instead of isolated rostering and production scheduling in literature. (2) For the first time, the 
NSGA-III is tailored for many-objective optimization of a FJSSP. Discrete-event simulation (DES) is used to build a digital twin of 
the energy- and labor-aware flexible job shop. DES is coupled with the tailored NSGA-III for efficient shop floor simulation and 
scheduling solution evaluation. (3) Through numerical experiments under different dynamic electricity pricing schemes, the 
underlying relations among the important production objectives are quantitatively revealed, i.e., makespan, total energy cost, total 
labor cost, maximal workload, and total workload. The effectiveness and efficiency of applying a NSGA-III in solving a many-
objective EL-FJSSP are demonstrated by benchmarking with NSGA-II. 
Some important conclusions are draws as follows. (1) It is of economic importance to model the labor aspect in an energy-aware 
FJSSP under dynamic electricity pricing, due to the demonstrated conflict between the energy cost and the labor cost. Although the 
portion of both cost parts in the overall production cost varies, the consideration of both energy and labor aspects in a FJSSP increases 
the flexibility of the model, when facing diverse industrial application cases. (2) In contrast to integer programming in a commercial 
off-the-shelf solver (e.g., IBM CPLEX) which has intrinsic problems of intractability and scalability, the DES is an effective and 
efficient approach to implement a complex model, e.g., the proposed EL-FJSSP. (3) NSGA-III is more effective and efficient than 
NSGA-II in solving a many-objective EL-FJSSP, due to a higher hypervolume (HV) and a lower number of nondominated solutions 
in all experiments. This conclusion may still hold for other variants of FJSSP or even other scheduling problems. (4) The HV is a 
more suitable metric in an EL-FJSSP, compared to the inverted generational distance (IGD), as the IGD has difficulty in differentiating 
multiobjective optimization performance of different algorithms. This conclusion may hold for other scheduling problems. 
Future research can be performed in the following aspects. (1) Investigation on whether conclusions 3&4 still hold for other 
production scheduling problems or other scheduling problems. (2) Design of a novel evolutionary algorithm for many-objective 
optimization in the context of fast yet high-quality decision making. (3) Integration of intra-factory transportation in the current EL-
FJSSP and its implementation in a DES environment. 
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